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Homecoming 1978:

by Pat Duddy

Events Announced

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23
2:00 p.m." The popular animated
movie, Yellow Submarine, will be
playing in the auditorium. Tickets
will be .75 for BSC students and
$1.25 for the general public. This
service is sponsored by the Program
Committee.
7:30 p.m.-- A show by James
Mapes, "Powers of the Mind, will
be held in the auditorium. Mapes
heads the N.Y. Center for the
Hypnosis and Mind Control.
Mapes, who had his first psychic
experience when he was seven,
believes that hpnosis can be "a
vehicle for the creation of a more
rewarding life." He performs over
200 shows a year along with
numerous television app-earances.
Admission is .75 for BSC students,
$1.25 for the general public.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24
6:30 p.m.-- The first 125 people to
sign up at the Student Union
Information Booth and pay $3.00,
wiUget a chance to participate in
James Mapes Workshop on ISP
(Intra-Sensory Perception). The
workshop will be held in the
Student Union Ballroom. The ISP
seminar teaches self-hypnosis and
mind control for self,improvement.
It is sponsored by the Program
Committee.
WI;:DNE$OAY. OCTOBER 25
J 0:00 a.m. . 3:45 p. m.'· A
Bloodmobile sponsored by the
Office of Student Life wil be held in
the S.U. Ballroom. Doners are
urged to participate.
3.:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.-· The
Catholic center will have free apple
cider and munchies along with
entertainment. Come and enjoy the

relaxed atmosphere!
5:00 p.m.-- FUm Frolics
sponsored by the Program
Committee, will be heid in the
Rathskellar. These are popular film
shorts featuring the little Rascals,
Laurel & Hardy, W.C. Fields;
Abbott & Costello, Boris
Karloff, and the Three Stooges.
Come and enjoy!
8:00 - 11:00 p.m.-' The Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band will perform in
the auditorium. Admission is $4.00.
Only 2 tickets sold per 1.0. If the
conc'?rt is not sold out, you may:
purchase additional tickets the da!,-'
of the show. This concert is
sponsored by the Program
Committee.
If the concert is sold out, you can
purchase more tickets on the day of
the concert.
THURSDAY,OCTOBER26
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m ...The class of
1981 is sponsoring a talk on
NudearPower Plants in the S.U.
Foyer, There will be a question and,
answer period following.
7:00 p.m.-- The Afro-American'
Society is sponsoring a disco in the
S.U. Ballroom. Admission is free. It
will be broadcast by WBIM.
8:00 p.m.·· The class of '79 is
sponSQring a Kick-Off Party at the
Canoe Club in West Bridgewater,
featuring the-Stylized Band. Ticl4\ets
wiUbe sold in front.ofthe bookstore,
probabl.y the~Mondav of
Homecoming. Bring your 1.0. You
must be 18, No jeans are allowed.
For more information contact Mike .
Palma or Margery Andrade. The
parfy ends at 1:00 a.m.
FRiDAY, OCTOBER 27
6:30 p.m. . 8:00 p.m.-- The
Homecoming Rally sponsored by
the cheerleaders will be held in the

gymnasium. Come and support the
team!

entertainment.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
9:30-a.m. 711:00 a.m." There will
be a tennis tournament, Alumni

James Mapes returns to SSC on
October 23 at 7:30 p.m.

8:00 p.m. - 12:00 p.m.·' The
Comment Staff is sponsoring as
Oldies Night Dance in the
Catholic Center, so don your bobby
,socks, roll up your jeans, and bop on
'over! Hot and cold apple cider,
doughnuts, soft drinks and
munchies will be provided, free of
charge,
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 p.m .. ~ The John
Lincoln Wright dance/concert
will
held .. in the. Ballr()om.
AdmisSion is.$2;OO,fWiotickets sold
per LD. Sponsored by the S.G.A.
8:00 p.m. - 12:00' p.m.-· The
Homecoming Happy Hour will be
held at the Citizens Club, located on
Hall St., near the railroad tracks.
Tickets will be sold at the door only.
You must be 18 and have tour 1.0.
with you. Music will be provided. It is
sponsored bvthe Class of'BO. There

be

Steve Ryer To Transfer to
American College in Paris
by Joanne Herr
.
Mr. Steve Ryer has been
Associate Registrar at Bridgewater
State for the past six years, as well
as being the Foreign Student
Advisor and editing the student
catalog. However, due to an
exciting and unique job opportunity.
he will be leaving SSC 'in the near
future.
'1 like my job here but I've been
~ffered a better position as registrar
at the American College in Paris,"
says Mr. Ryer. '1 speak fluent

French which I learned while living
in Senegal, West Africa, as a Peace
Corps volunteer for three years."
The American college in Paris is a
four year acredited undergraduate
college. It caters to three groups fo
people: 1. American students living
abroad, 2. non-American,
international, European families
who want their childrE:m near home
but want them in an American
Higher Education system, 3.
children of overseas parents.
"I shall have. the head positinn as

Steve Ryer, Assistant Registrar, Iilasaccepfedajob as Registrat of
the American College in Paris. C()ngratW~HOl1s!

will be 225 tickets available on a first
come, first serve basis.
11:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.'- A
Midnight Breakfast, sponsored by
the Class of '81, will be held in the
Tillinghast dining room. Admission
is $1.75, and tickets will be auailable
at the door. There will also be

registrar of seven hundred students
and will also be advisor to nonAmerican students. I feel that this
job is an opp~rtunity to expand my
career. Jobs are stepping stones .
and this job offers a better position."
Mr. Ryer is selling his house and
most of his personal affects. He
hasn't yet been to where. he will be
staying in Paris,. for most of his
interviews took place in New yark.
His leaving the U.S. and going to
Paris will not be easy. Once he gets
there his wife and himself will have
to hunt for an apartment,
Both of Mr. Ryer's children are
. already bilingual. His ·wife is
originally from Germany. so her
native language comes .easy to
them.
NBoth .my children and wife are
extremely excited about the move.
my twelve year old son has a
goodlogic as to why we. should go.
He feels that we have spent thirteen
years living with my relatives so now
it is time'to be closer to his mother's
relatives.
Mr. Ryer is happy about living in
Europe because he appreciates the
European lifestyle. The people are
more relaxed and the emphasis on
material goods is not as great."
"I'm very much in favor of cross
cultural. bilingual· opportunities.. I
like to explore the lifestyles of other
cultures and compare it to my own~"
Mr. Ryer has been devotea to
SSC students for the past six years.
He . will .be .greatly missed. by
students .cmd faculty alike. Good
luck Mr. Ryer and "Bon Voyage''''

Ensemble Theatre; the W.R.A.; and
the Student Union Program
Committee and S.G.A. The only
donation has been $20.00 from
Scott Hall. Organizations are urged
to enter their floats or donate
money. Donations should be left at
the S.U. Information Booth in care
of Mike Palma, or at his office.
Floats will be judged on originality,
craftsmen ship, creativity,
conforming to the theme, and
overall appearance. Points range
from 1-10, with 10 being the highest.
The judges will be Dean James,
Dean Deep, Margaret Monoham,
Prof. Briggs of the German
Language Dept., and Father Joe
McNamara O.M.I.
12:15 p.m.·· The Alumni
Tailgating .Party will be heJd at
Swenson Field. You should bring
your own picnic lunches. and
possibly a station wagon with· a
'tailgate.
. 12 : 15 - The Hom e com in 9
Parade begins at Boyden Hall,
continues down Summer St., and
ends at the football field. it will last
approximately half an hour.
~:15 P.M.- The Dedication of
~he Swenson fields, inCluding the
football. softball, and other athletic
fields will commence at this time: A
plaque will be presented by the
Men's Athletic Association.
President Rondili!au will the Master
of Ceremonies, and perform the

vs. BSC, held at the Rosen tennis
courts located on the Hill. Come
and watch!
11:00 a.m.·- Dean V. James
DiNardo will place the stone,
,marking the new Henry Rosen
.Courts. Members of Dr. Rosen's
family will be present. Dr. ·Rosen
was the Chairman of the
Instruuctional Media Department
and tennis coach.
10 a.m. - 12:00 noon·· The
Catholic Center is having an Open
House with free coffee and
doughnuts before the game.
10:00 a.m. . 12:00 noon·- There
will be an Alumni Reception at
Scott Hall, providing a free
Continental Breakfast before the
foot ban game. This service,
sponsored by the Executive Board,
is on a first come, first serve basis.
10 a.m~-·Float Judging will be
held in the quadrangle at Boyden
Hall. So far, the organizations and
. clubs with· floats...ar&··thec1a~of. ,first,r,eading.15dwl;lrd Swe:nsr>f'.l Ml~
'79, 'BO. '81, '82; the Apartments; th~
(Cent.
'P.fJ

on

Boyden, Hall Will
ReceiveRenovations
by Pat Duddy
Mr. Ed. Meany. S.U. Liason
Officer, has announced that Boyden
Hall is tentatively scheduled to
undergo restoration and renovation
in May of 1980.
Boyden Han, which was built in
1926, is known for its Federal Style
Architecture, complete with white
t!:""'ic columns.

Mi!!JY emphasized the fact that
the unique architecture of this
building would be preserved, in
other words the building will look
the same, only better. He said that
as faras he knew. this ""ill be the first
major restoration and repair job at
Boyden Hall.
The Bureau of Building
Construction of the Common·
wealth of Massachusetts is in charge
of the project. Interior repairs will
include the repainting of offices and
classrooms. General repair and

maintenance work will also be done.
Exterior repairs will include the
fixing of broken windows and the
repairing of the roof tower.
A total of 2.2 million dollars was
appropriated by the Legislature
during the last capital outlay, Meany
said. This funding did not· com~
about easily. First, the college had
to request funds, then the Board of
Trustees approved the request.
Then it wassent to the Secretary of
Education) who sent it to the
Legislature and Governor's Office.
During Boyden Hall's repair and
renovation, the offices and
classrooms usually there will .be
relocated. Meany said that the new
classroom building that is being
constructed on Burrill Avenue will
probably be used for this purpose.
He also said that the' offices and
classrooms would be moved back to
Boyden Hall after the restoration
was completed.

Boyden Hall i$ ten~atjv(!ly scheduled to receive much needed
renovations in May of 1980..
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ILetters to the Editor
The hassle for
parking space

a

Dear Editor,
What must on do to get a decent
parking spot at Bridgewater State?
Does BSC operate only be political
clot only? Who do you have to
know?
I feel compelled to vent my
disappointment as well as my daily
frustrations regarding the BSC
commuter parking situation.
Presently I am the owner of an "A"
decal sticker in lot no.6, beyond the
railroad tracks near the tennis
courts. Trying to find a decent
parking spot in the boondocks is not
the kind of situation I would wish on
my worst enemy. Believe me, by the
time I arrive for my first class, which
is located in Boyden Hall, I am not in
the proper frame of mind to take
class notes or sensibly participate in
class discussions. On several
occasions I've parked illegally to
avoid the lang walk from lot 6 to
Boyden or because I was late for
class and I've paid dearly for each
time (4 tickets at $3.00 each).
I've spoken to the Campus
Security Office hoping to be
reassigned a different decal, but to
no avail. It is the commuter
enrollment that affords BSC to
continue operating each semester,
yet the commuters do not share
equal benefits for their financial
support.
Whom must one know to park in
the lots behind Burnell School and
Kelly Gym? I \.I.las informed that
Kelly Gym lot is designated
specifically for staff, the disabled,
and car pools. I have personally
witnessed cars entering Jot 3, Kelly
Gym with "AN decals, but with only
one occupant. Why? There is a
parking space at the rear of lot 3 that
does not ever fill up, but I must walk
across the railroad tracks or up 25
flights of stairs to reach Boyden Hall
on tlmeeach day. I certainly feel
there is an injustice to myself as well
as to other commuters who share
my view::.. Just whom must on kn ow
on campus to receive a decent
parking space?
Sincerely,
Diana Marsden

"F rustration!"
Dear Editor:
We are a group of women who
have returned to pursue our
education after interrupting it for an

extended period of time. Some of us
have been attending single or parttime evening courses while raising a
family, or helping to support a
family.
We meet twice a week, Tuesday
and Thursday mornings at eleven,
at the Methodist Parish Hall on
Cedar Street, to discuss what we
have generally termed, "Frustration
in the Classroom." We see this as
including our comprehensive
experience of participating in an
institution of higher learning as a
minority group, negative attitudes of
professors and students in and out
of the academic setting, and
exploring our motivations and goals
in retur . ling to an academic
environm' nt.
Is the institution structured in the
most efficient way to - make
returning women students feel
wel~ome? Feel significant? Acquire
the knowledge they desire, through
the way it is being presented?
Is there the re(.;ugnition of the
validity of the woman's experiences
between the time she left the
classroom and the' time she
returned? If not, why?
Why are the support systems not
available, is this in any fashion
connected with a political
commitment, or the lack of one, of
the institution as a whole?
'
Upon returning, the majority of
women in our group, experiences
anger, frustration, "culture-shock",
and pressure arising from demands;
attempting to live out a variety of
roles simultaneously, including:
wife. mother, student, lover, friend,
employee, employer, housekeeper
(cook, chauffeur, laundress,
gardener, ,animal feeder,
woodchopper, mechanic, plumber,
social planner, bookkeeper,
accountant, nurse ... ). Why do we
feel we must fulfill these roles; are all
of these our responsibility? Why has
the present system of the division of
labor, the 9-5 workday, the
socialization of, attitudes' and
behavior that all seem to be
inappropriate and non-supportive
to women with non-traditional
values, priorieties, goals, continually
fostered and maintained? Why have
we been taught to not share our
responsibilities? Why is it we feel
less adequate in our own eyes and in
others when we do so? From when:!
do we get our support?
. Our answer is from ourselves and
each other. That is the purpose and
"raison d'etre" for our group.
Some of the goals that we intend

She feels that one woman is hours and more work, as compared
to pursue in the immediate future sufficient enough for the small to her previous empl09ments at the
are: involving faculty, admin department and she receives equal Rat and as Bridgewater Police
istration, and other interested pay and as much work as the men. Director for ten years.
students in designing programs to
The purpose of a woman cop was
The amiable woman recieves
speak to our needs, to establish and good reactions from the men in the for the benefit of t,he women here at
support the women's center and department as long as she does her SSC. It is felt that it's easier for them
any other minority support and end of the iob. She hopes to stay on to talk to her if they have a problem,
advocacy groups on campus, to the force f~r at least ten more years and it provides equal job placements
continue to discuss difficulties even though this job includes longer on our campus.
relevant to our own personal life IrJE==============~~~5iiEiSiii!5_iiiiiiiiiiiiiir:!ir:====Ejjl
experiences and to continue to
grow in directions of positive female
images, and to act as outreach
support women to other women in

D e a,dl.I n'e'S ••,,'

th~~~:~~i~~~~~Y~~~~leasecal1

Elyse Brill at 697-8111.

Women in Support of Women
Returning to an Academic
Environment.

A New Lady, Cop
by Audrey Oliveira
Maybe some of you 'haven't
noticed, but there is a new police
woman on the Bridgewater Campus
Police force.

Monday at Noon:

,

Class.efleeds, Letters to the
Editor, Announcements and
Advertisements

Tuesday at Noon:
All news, sports, and cultural
arts articles.
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r An no un ce m en ts
CA&S FRESH MEN AND TRANS FER MAJOR S

There will be an essential meeting of freshmen and transfer major
student s in the Student Union Demonstration Room on Tuesday,
Octobe r 24th, at 11:00 am. Departmental pre·registration for spring
semeste r is one item on the agenda.

COLLE GE PROGR AMS OVERS EAS

A meeting on "College Programs Overseas" will be held in the Student

Union Rooms 205-207 on Tuesday, Octobe r 24, at 11:00 am. The focus of
attention will be on student teaching and educational placement in other
nations with Dr. Robert Freyermuth from the Center for International
Education, who will be available to discuss future opportunities with you,
including possible study abroad. If you desire any other advance
information, contact Dr. Robert Mogilnicki, Bridgewater State College's
International Education representative, at the Secondary Education
Department.
RESUM E WRITIN G SEMIN ARS
Professional Objectives? Skilss and qualifications? Employment and
Professional experience? You can get help at the Career Exploration
Center. During the month of October, the Center is offering Resume
Writing Seminars. If you already have a resume you would like to update,
or if you are starting from scratch, the Career Center can provide
assistance. The schedule for Octobe r is: Thurs., Oct. 19, at 6 p.m.; Fri.,
Oct. 20, at 10 a.m.; Mon., Oct. 23 at 1 p.m.; Weds., Oct. 25 at 3 p.m.;
Thurs., Oct. 26 at 12 noon; Mon., Oct. 30 at 2 p.m.; and Tues., Oct. 31 at
11 a.m. If you have any questions, contact the Center (Ext. 485) or drop
in. It's open Monday through Friday, 9 - 4:30.
.................... _.- ................ - .................................... ........................................................................... ,.,. ................................................
..... OASIS
OASIS (Older than Average Student Improving Selves) meeting on
Tuesdays in SU 1 of the Student Union. All are welcome.
~

~

VETER AN'S
Inservice school courses may qualify as credit toward your college'
degree. If you have taken any such courses that you feel may be applied
to your particular degree, please follow the steps below to determine
whether or not these courses are applicable to your program: 1. Examine
courses taken in Service Schools listed on 00214.; 2. Find appropriate
course in Turner's Guide, which is available at the Admissions Office and
Office of Veterans Affairs; 3. write or call Service School registrar and
order a copy of your transcript from that school.; 4. When transcript
arrives, take it, together with 00214, to the admissions office for
approval of tansfer credits; 5. They will forward their recommendation to
the BSe registrar's office for final approval.
SOCIO LOGY/ SOCIA L WORK Cl.VB
The Sociology/Social Work Club is sponsoring a dance for the patients
at Taunto n State Hopsital on Tuesday, Octobe r 24th. For an evening of
fun and entertainment, student s are urged to attend. You can bring a
little light into someone's life and enjoy yourself at the same time.
Transpo rtation will be provided by bus. The bus will leave Wood Hall at
6:30 p.m. and 6:45 p.m. from th Hill.
- .. -_ .. ........ ... -_.... -. .. .. .. -..

'·· ....·iiis'ToRy..CLujj'·yiiiii·liisA!iM··· .. ·. .. . . . . . ,',.;; . '. . ·. .
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Clu b is spons0l1ng a free trip to Salem; Massachusetts on
November 4,1978. All interested may sign up in front of the booksto re
next week. $2 needed to reserve your seat.

..DANCE·FOR··YHOSi'WHi)''(;AN·;y.. ·· ....··· ..·....··· ....·..·....·.. ·· ......

On Saturday, Nov. 18, the Holiday Inn of Randolph will sponsor a Jerry
Lewis Dance Marathon to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Association
(MDA). Come and boogie at the Bombay Bicycle Club from 6 p.m. to 1
a.m. See if you can endure 7 hours of continuous dancing, ~hile
contributing to a worthy cause; the fight against muscle crippling
diseases. To sign up, contact the Holiday Inn, 1374 N. Main Street,
Randolph, (961,1000) or the MDA, 420 Washington St., Braintree, (8432797.) Two Hitachi portable TV sets will be awarded to the couple who
collects the most pledge money. All participants must be 18 years of age
or older.

··.. ···..jil{"scHooi"CiF..GO"Vi....DEDlc'AiioN....·· ..·· ........ ·· ..·.. ·· ......
Senator Edward M. Kennedy will speak, and Arthur Fiedler will conduc
t
the Harvard University Band at the dedication of the new home of the
John F. Kennedy School of Government. Thepublic is invited to the
festivities on Saturday, Oct. 21 at 10:45 a.m. at the new MOe Kennedy
Memorial Park adjacent to the school at Boylston Street and Memorial
Drive, Cambridge. Other participants in the program ~ill include
Govern or Michael S.Duka kis, Speake r Thoma s P. O'Neill, Jr., and
Harvard President Derek Bok.

·..·····V'ALUES··ci.ARiiicA·yior·iwORKSHOp····....········· ..·.-..........

A two·day values clarification workshop for health care teachers and
practiti oners is being offered at Boston Univer~it.y~s ~argent ~oll,:g,:of
Allied Health Professions on Oct. 27 and 29. ActIVIties mclude IdentifyIng
personal and professional values and applyi~g th~ values t? ~he
classroom. For information. call Sargent College s OffIce of ContInumg
Education at 353-2707,

..·..·..REsoiiiiDIs·cCi·PARiy........ ..·..··....··. .·..·..·..·..........·.................
~-·

The Lake Placid Resort Hotel, located in the heart pf Oympic Company,
will be featuring a six week disco party from Nov. 1 through December
15. For $44.25 per person (U.S. Dollars), based on double occupancy, t
he package includes room with private bath, dinner upon arrival. free
admission and unlimited free drinks at the Foxgrove Nightclub form 10
p.m. until 3 a.m., and a full breakfast the next morning. Price includes all
taxes and gratuities. Reservations for the Lake Placid Resort Hotel's
Disco Party can be made by writing to : Lake Placid Resort Hotel, Dept.
0, Lake Placid, New York 12946. Phone: 518-523-3361
.
~
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I Ke n Slo an : Grad. As st. from
California at th e Union
by R. A Cote
From the land of Proposition 13
has emerged a new Gradua te
Assistant for the Studen t Union.
Ken Sloan, a 22 year old native of
Long Beach California, has begun
working this semeste r for the
Student Union, bringing with him
five years of experience as a student
working with the University Student
Union at Long Beach State. He
graduated with a degree in Political
Science and a Public Administration
concentration.
Ken is from Long Beach
California presently, however he
has also iived in Florida and
Maryland. Ken enjoY$ living in
Massachusetts, (once he gets used
to the cold weather), and.he thinks it
is a nice area, but is partial to his
native California.

At Long Beach State University.
Ken spent his free time getting
involved in the Board of Directors of
the Assoc iated Stude nts
Corporation, as Deputy Administratar for.Co·Curricular Activities,
Associated Studen ts Administra-'
tor (the highest appoint ed office at
the AS.). He also chaired The
University Student Union Board of
Directors, worked as a night
manager for two years in the Union,
worked for two years periodically in
the Associated Studen ts business
office, and spent two years on the
Regional Board of the Association of
College. Unions International . (of
which BSC is also a member.) He
was also President, Treasur er,
Secretary, and Rush Chairman for
the Acacia Fraternity (a national,
social fraternity).
Here at BSC, in addition to
working toward his Master' s Degree
of Education in Guidance and
Counselling, he supervises the
Student Union Desk, the 1. D. room
(along with the other graduat ed
. assistant, Linda Ragosta), and is the

Ken Sloan, a gradua te assista nt here at the Union, is a gradua te of
Long Beach State, California.
declared.
California for
Ken hopes to learn much from the summer. When Christm as and
he returns from
staff of the BSC Student Union, and Christmas
vacation he intends to
he seems to enjoy his association bring back
some information about
with his co-workers. He also feels he the program
will learn many things about the Long Beach s and services that
State University offers
Union field from Director Rick Veno and share that
information with the
and Jim McLaughlin.
students here.
Ken believes he has much to learn
Upon completion of his work
in the way of programming, and here, ken hopes
to
feels he willieam a lot concerning California and perhaps return to
programming from Claire Scott, Student Union there. work for a
Assistant tor Program Development.
How does Ken feel about his fellow
Ken is the son of a Lt. Col. in the
graduate assistant Linda Ragdsta? U.S. Air Force, who is involved in
a
"She has a tremendous career space shuttle program, and is
a
ahead of her, and has a lot of talent member of the Church of Jesus
that will greatly enhance her career Christ of Latter Day Saints; which
in the college union field. I believe I plays an important part in his life.
will learn a lot from her," Ken said. Ken was formerly a Methodist, until
"I enjoy working with the student he converted to the Mormon faith in
employees and 1 feel that their May of this year. "1 feel that what
the

S~~~~~~~~i~~e.".:LJ~~),:~tt!< ·\t~~~~;h~f~~ii1"*:m-'i1.ib~·w

('The people of this area, while
very nice are,' in comparison with
Califor nia studen ts, politica lly
apathetic. Even though there is a
close race for Govern or, the
student s don't seem to be that
involved with the. election," Ken

me to think of new ideas and
services to better meet their needs,"
Ken declared.
Ken's plans for the year are to stay
at BSe during vacatio'ns in
November and March, but intends
to return. home to Souther~

~~:d=~?1~!~:~~~~~

mankind here on earth, andl believe
that He is presently communicating
to us through His church, and
through His spirit, my life has been
greatly blessed. Coming here to
Bridgewater is an example of this,"
Ken stated.

Pr om ot e SG A Election Re
sul ts

Health!

Elai'ne Levesque
Isn't it about time that college
studen ts became ,involve d in
promoting the health of America/s
Human Resources? Two student s
.have recognized the need for an
active student health organization.'
Tomi Ljungberg (BS- Phys. Ed~,
pursuing a Master' s in Health) anp
Elaine Levesque (undergraduate health minor; past intern
for Southe astern' Mass. Health
Planning and Development Agency ) have receive d
sponsorship from BSe's Health
Science Program ' to initiate the
beginnings of the Studen t Action for
Human Conserva-·
tion. The organization's purpose is
to increase the awaren ess of current
health problems and issues of
concer n to studen ts. Career
opportunities will be discussed, field trips will
be offered, and seminar es will be
held on such topics as child abuse,
birth control, nutrition, drugs and
alcohol use and abuse, etc ... Thisis
your chance to become involv~dl. All
those interested in participating in
Studen t Action for Human
conservation are urged to attend
the orientation meeting in Room205.
of the Student Union Building .on
Thursday, Oct. 26, at 11:00 a.m.
Student s in the Health Minor and
Health Conce ntratio n are
encouraged to take part.

Sen ato rs:

Cla ss of 1980:
Ma tthe w O'B rien
Pat ti Ded ian
Cla ss of 1982
President: Ed Ste rste
Vice-Pres: Maureen Coa tes
Sec reta ry: Phyllis Co x
Tre asu rer: Bri anS ultz bac h
Soc ial Dir ecto r: Cat her in
Vau ghn
Sen ato rs:
Jac k Nic hol as
.William Mullen
Ma ure en Fraser
Nan cy My ers

Congratulations!!
~,j
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John Robinson: Candid
and Interesting
by Jean St. Andre
John Robinson of The Boston
Globe , proclaiming himself a liberal
Republican t was a guest lecturer last
Thursday evening in the Student

Much of the talk centered around
politics and the press. Interesting
discussions concerning candidates
in the upcoming elections were held.
In retrospect, Robinson noted that
there seems to be a trend not to reelect the incumbents. He feels that
this will be one of Edward Brooke's
(H.-Mass.) most difficult obstacles
to overcome, along with the recent
negative publicity about the
Senator.
Concerning Governor Dukakis,
Robinson said, "The Governor lost
touch with the people of
Massachusetts. You can't do that
and expect to be re-elected."
Robinson feels that the Governor
"cut his own throat'" with the people
of Massachusetts.
A 1968 graduate of the University
of Massachusetts, Robinson has
worked at The Globe since
graduation- except for what he
termed "a blessedly brief· tour of
duty'" in theNavy; andayear's travel
in Europe. Claiming himself to be
loyal to The Globe, he noted that it
purports itself to be independent.
The Globe, Robinson noted, "has
only rece'ntly begun to endorse
presidential candidates in the past
twelve years or so.
In regards to the influence of 'the
press in politics, Robinson declared
that The Globe tries to be fair in
representing each candidate and/or
politician. They do this by offsetting
an article about one candidate with
an article about another, and also by
assigning different reporters to each
candidate/politician-therefore
trying to get a mixture of views. All
reporters are partisan to some
degree and true objectivity is
difficult to obtain,'" declared
Robinson. "Part of the difficulty
arises because each reporter sees
things through their own
personalities, prejudices, and
backgrounds, "explained Robinson.
These were just .some. of the
topics discussed in ,John Robinson's
three hour visit to the BSC campus
. His appearance here was.
informative, interesting, and
pleasant.
N

John Robinson, an Assistant
Editor at The Boston Globe was
the guest lecturer of The
Comment last Thursday night.
Union Green Room. He was·
sponsored by The Comment.
Upon arrival, Robinson was
escorfed to The Comment office
where he met with several m~mbers
of the staff. He was then brought to
the Green Room and introduced. A
formal talk ensued for about one
hour. The question and answer
period extended for one and a half
hours in an informal setting.
Robinson, an Asistant Editor of
the· Economy page at the
Globe, touc hed upon many
interesting points in his lecture and
it was well received by the people in
attendance.

N

Homecoming 1978: Events
(cont. from page 1)
a Professor of Physical Education,
and Director of Athletics.
1:30 P.M.- The Football Game,
Bears versus Nichols College will
start at. this time! During the half- i
time show, there will be a
presentation of -awards-tcr~-the~
cheerleaders and majorettes. The
new Homecoming Queen will be
crowned at this time also.
Admission is free for SSC students,
$2.00 for the public. There will be a
booth taking orders for the 1979
yearbook, also. The price is $3.00
for seniors, $5.00 for undergraduates.
4:00 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.-- There will
be an Alumni Happy Hour in the
Rathskellar. This service is
sponsored by the Program
committee and is on a first come,
first serve basis.
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.-- Tlie
Homecoming dinner will be held
in the S.U. Cafeteria. It is open to
resident students only. Remeber to
bring your meal ticket and eat

SGA Carries On

hard\z!

HOMECOMING PARTIES
You may go to only one event,
"two tickets per J.D. Bring your LD.
to aU events. All events are from 8:00
p.m. - 12:00 p.m.

New Club:

Equestrian
Club
On
Campus

by Michele Roy
SGA Meeting 10/3/78
At the SGA meeting of 10/3/78
the main topic qf conversation was a
motion under New Business to
increase the number of members of
the Media Center Committee from
five to seven. This idea was hashed
and re-hashed,needing to be voted
on twice before it was accepted. The
first vote read 9·9-1 and the second
slightly changed and succeeded
with a count of 10-8-0. Victoria
Smialek was the main voiCE! in
urging the passing of this motion.
Homecoming, now soon in the
future was also discussed. Many
tentative plans are beginning to look
more positive. Ticket prices were
also mentioned. It was accepted to

,.,:.....

The efforts of two co-eds to form
an equestrian dub on campus has
paid off, and plans are under way for
the team· to enter an Intercollegiate «I
Horse Show Association meet at •
the University of New Hampshire
••
on November 4th.
The two young ladies,Ann
Pernice and Betsy Lane,began
planning the club last spring and •
have since lined up the coaches and
the stable where the dub is
.receiving lessons.
c
Briggs' Riding Stable in Hanover
is the home of the club. Club lessons •
are presently held on Wednesday •
and Thursday evenings. However,
lessons for club members may be
for the' guys--you know how they arranged at other times with the •
are--just a bunch of babies. But club's coach Richard Briggs, or
hopefully we'll have the problem assistant coach John Dougherty. •
solved before the end of October." An advance class for riders qualified o
and interested in jumping is also in •
Another of the Senators'
o
concerns os toga color. It was the plans.
The
dub
is
still
open
to
new
assumed from the . beginning' that
•
the togas would be the traditional members and anyone interested in
and historic white. Suggestions and joining the dub should check the •
complaints from the Senators Bulleti!} Board on the ground •
•
themselves have. raised questions floor,no. 11 of the Student Union
•
Building
for
meeting
notices,
or
may
concerning the procurement of
contact Ann Pernice at Pope •
multi-colored robes.
"White is just not my color. I Hall,extension 381.
•
Ann said. "This is a sport in which
would really much rather wear light
green or blue," commented first both men and women can compete
vice-president Michael Robertson. on an equal level.
Goals for this year. according to
Fortunately, a West Bridgewater
Cow Dung and Toga Distributor, Ann and Betsy, are to have eligible
NosmoKing,can supply· pastel members compete in· shows and to
togas toBSe at ohlyaslightly higher better educate members of the club
. on eql1ine sports.
.
price.
. The girls also hop~ to~get" guest ·
When. asked why she went alCingwith the· toga requirement, Senator, speakers,and to'present movies,
•
at-Large Sue French ('80) such as one by the American Horse •
explained; "Because of the movie" Show Association .·011 .Hunt Seat
Animaf House, all the Frats are Equitati()n. which w~ showfl· last,
having l'oga parties. Even though week. Plans are also being made for< •
they're.:Greek in origin, whereas the club to ob,serve an,
ours is Roman, we don't want to be intercollegiate show Sat
outdone by people that have secret -urday,October 21,at the University.!
of Connecticut.
handshakes. "
The club ,in its third week of
The Senate· has hopes of
spreading its "Romanization" ideas riding,is also' planning fund-raising •
activities in order to provide. riding •
into other arenas of college life.
Plans for a Roman bath in the pool for· club members at the barest
:
and orgies at GreatHilI have already minimum.ofcost possible.
Ann and Betsy also pointed out •
: been suggested.
. "This could be the start of a whole that it is not necessary, to owna· -":
new trend among colleges;"Senator horse or to have to compete in •
Debra Kelliher ('79) prclaimed at the shows to join the club. The only
last Senate meeting. "College life requirement to join is 'an interest in
riding.
will never be the same,"

raise the price of two SGA
sponsored events. First,for John
Lincoln Wright and The Sour Mash
Boyson Friday night,the price will
be elevated from $1.00 to $2.00.
Saturday nights Triple "AU event wit
h the J ames Montgomery Band will
also be raised in price but from $2.00
to $3.00,$3.50 for alumni. These
prices are still very low for· the
quality of the event offered.
The SGA passed a motion on
Tuesday to donate $20.00 to the
cause of absentee ballot voting. The
Political Science Club will have a
table set up at which students may
send off post cards to their
hometowns requesting absentee
ballots. This service will be free to
any student wishing to partake of it.

..
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Senate Stresses
New Image
In an effort to recreate some of
"the glory that was Rome/' the
Bridgewater State College student
Senate has adopted a new format
that has its basis in the
governmental structure of the
ancient Roman city-state. "We
really needed something to liven up
those Senate meetings," stated
SGA President and Emperor· AI
Silva. "Meetings were becoming so
boring that some members claimed
they needed to take large quantities
of No Doze!"
The Senate's weekly meetings will
now be structured after the Senate
meetings held in Rome" long ago.
"Senators" will be required to wear
togas. Fresh ·fruit and wine will be
served by work-study students at
each meeting. Due·· to financial
considerations, the .installation of
:columns~"- .nude statues, ~ and"
.'. elaborate fountains was voted down .
at last week's meeting and the
question of divans and .cushionsJ~r
the Senators is still' being debated: ..
TechnicaIproblems with the
proPQsal have. :arisen.. .The most
prominent is the seasonal quality of
the linen togas designated' as the
official costume of' the Senators.
Roman history provides no
. examples of cold-weather legislative
apparel and· college administrators
fear a sharp cut in meeting
attendance with the advent of
colder weather. The Senate has
appointed a sub-committee to look
into the matter. Senator Nancy
Rogers ('79), who chairs the
committee, said, "We girls are used
to bare legs in the cold. I feel sorry

1. TbI; Silver Star Steel :liscense. Admission is $3.00 for
Orchestnr will be playing in the everyone.
Rat for a regee night of steel drums . 4. Triple "A" Event sponsored
music. Tickets are alumni, $2.50. by M.A.A., S.G.A., and W.R.A.
B.S.C. students $1.25, sponsored Dance/Concert in the gym featuring
by the Student Union Program Private Light ~ning. Tickets are
-Committee;
$2.50--rar BSCstudents~ '$3.00 for
2. The Cabaret Night featuring alumni.
Stormin' Norman and Susie will be
held in the Ballroom, sponsored by SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29 & 30
6:30 p. m.-- Animagination is
the Student Union Program
Committee. They characterize being sponsored by the Program
"'Red Hot Mamma," "''Soogie Committee. T en short animated
Woogie Piano Player," and Bette films will be shown in the
Midler. There will be a disco in auditorium. These include
between acts for a real nightclub Doonesbury Special, Leisure
atmosphere. Full liquor liscense. Mountain Music, Mindscape and six
Admission is $2.50 for alumni, $1.25 others. Admission is .75 for BSe
students, $1.25 for the general
for SSC students.
3. Irish Night with the Bill public.
8:00 p.m.·- The c1as of 79 is
Carson Band in Tillinghast is being
sponsored by the Class of '80. There sponsoring a Masquerade Party in
will be free munchies and a full liquor .the Rat for Seniors only!
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"DISCO DINO"

......

AND SHENANIGAN'S
$4,500 DISCO DAICE e'OIYEST
$50 WEEILY PRIZE

.

•.
.
..••
••
.

PRIZE: A trip to london, England,
7 days, 6 rilghts 1st class hotel,
rships to gambling casinos,
Inl!~ht~clul)s and discos.
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PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE!

FINALS DEC. 20
. I'flURSDAY NISI-fr'·
TIE FABULOUS

GOLD·EN
JOE BAKER
THE SEX SYMBOL OF THE 50'S·80'.·70'.
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FRI."SAT. & SUN. NIGHTS'
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With this AD: BUYl DRINK

GET 1.FREE!
Good only Monday and Tuesday:

one

per customer.

'.H~NANIaAN"
America!)

* * DANCERY~e:::
'*DaINKERY
°81::IATERV

Route 138. Canton. 828-8'11

Express

PHOTO ID.,.STRICT DRESS CODE Ae~pt".
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T h e A r ts

The Moth er Box

A G ar de n of
Earthly Delights
by Bob Buckley
F rankly speaking, I would h~ve to say that this is the worst season of
television I have seen in about 15 years. I know that's been said many
times, and I would agree that the acting on T.V. has degenerated any
further(which brings to mind the question "Iiow far is doen?H). But,
certain other things about the new season bother me a great deaL
Let's take a look at some of the newer programs that have been
offered, and 1think you'll see my point. We have KAZ reviewed in great
detail last time around, THEEDDIE CAPRA MYSTERIES(more about
that perticular gem next week), MARY, and a plethora of other little
goodies that come equiped with a money back guarantee to cause sugar
diabetes after three viewings.
There is , of course, nothing intrinsically wrong with selling cute. After
all, the entire Osmon d clan has been doing it for years and no one's
complained( except me, but then again, I bitch about everything that isn't
sheer decadence}. But when you take cute, mix it with some half assed
.
appeal to the "common man"'(as KAZ and EDDIE CAPRA so diligentl
y
purport to be doing week after week), and sprinkle in a· touch of
obnoxious, you then create the travesty that this season has become
.
Yes indeed friends, we are right smack dab in the middle of THE YEAR
OF THE BOOB, the year the morons inherited the airwaves. The year
taste and decorum absente d themselves from the workings of the
~ig three. The question is: how the heck did this happen?
What triggered
.;uch a large influx of plastic people and horrendous attitudes. When one
starts looking for the answers to these questions, it all sort of tumbles
around one man, Fred Silverman.
Silverman, until this year, was programming chief of A.B.C. and
brought us such wonders as THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN, THE
BIONIC WOMAN, DONNY AND MARIE, CAHRLIES ANGELS and
THE GONG SHOW. The one thing that all of these shows have in
commo n is stupidity above and beyond the call of duty. Now Silverman
is
programming head at N.B.C. and the travesties continue.
Nextwe ek, we'll have a look at some of those horrors, a few have very
interesting statistics, a few lines about the possible fate of T.V. viewing,
and what you the viewer can do about it. Until then, a few suggestions for
good programming over the week ahead. Check out LOU GRANT
,
J:AMIL Y, MORK AND MINPY and, of course SOAP.

Ense mble Thea tre

Pu re, as· the .Dr ive nS now
Ca st An nou nce d
This week Professor Robert
Friedman made his final decision on
those who will be acting in Pure as
the Driven Snow. Those gifted and
talented actors are: Donna Ramos
as Purity Dean; Randy Doyle· as
Jonatha n Logan; Sally Richardson
as Zamah Logan; Donald Capen as
Mortimer (Skunk) Frothingham;
Jon Richar ds as Leand er
Longfellow; Richard Putney as Jed
Lunn; Karen DeWolf as Imogene
Pickens; Paul Healy as E. Z.
Pickens; Peg Holzemer as Mrs.
Ethelinda Hewlitt; Michele Pecorar o
as Alison Hewlitt; Breck Sullivan as
Mrs. Faith Hogue; Donna Corio as
Letty Barber; and Mary Pio as

Nellie Morris.
Pure as the Driven Snow could be
called the Melod rama of
Melodramas! The author, Paul
Loomis, has Gomposed·aw.~rk of art
by pulling together every diche and
charact er situation known. to the
style of melodrama. Hisscrip t deals
with the old-time struggle of hero vs.
villian, and,of course, the damsel in
distress.
.
All of this zaniness and comedy
will be brought to you on Nov. 30th,
and Dec. 1st and 2nd. So be sure
and watch for further details, as the
Ensemble Theatre will present Pure
as the Driven Snow:

The Yell ow Sub mar ine

The Stude nt Union Progr am Comm ittee will
spon sor the film "The Yellow Subm arine " on
Sund ay, Octo ber 22nd at 6:30 pm and Mond ay,
Octo ber 23rd at 2:00 pm in the S.U. Audit orium .
This is the.ta le of how the Beati e's dr~ve the Blue
Mean ies out of Pepp erland. So settle back, listen·
to classi c Beati e music , and take a ride on the
. Yello w $ubmarine.T.ic.:~et:,p~~<;:e~ are ~75 for BSe
stude nts and $ L25f6r';:th~':;;g~ne'rarpubnc.\' . ~

Progr am Comm ittee
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T he D ir t B an d
by Doug Schorr
The Dirt Band, formerly known
as the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, will be
appearing in the Student Union
Auditorium on Octobe r 25th at 8:00
PM, but it can be said that they
weren't one of the Program
Commi ttee's first choices.
Souths ide Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes, a bluesy rock band
that used blues harp and harmonica
(a laJ. Geils Band) along with horns
was to be the first choice. They
cancelled at the end of the first week
of Octobe r , due to routing
arrange ments and a 50 mile ban on
the band appeari ng within that
distance from Boston, which had
beeen written into their contract.
This left the Program Committee
with feo weeks to find a band and all
of their second choices eliminated,
except for the Dirt Band, because of
previous engagements. Needless to
say, The Dirt Band, wi)) be the group
the Homecor1)jng will be built
around, .and they cost more tha
Southside Johnny .
Steve Gray, Chairm an for the
Entertainment Subcom mittee and
responsible for finding the band for
the Homecoming Concer t, has said
that he is concern ed about lack of
support from the freshman and
commu ters due to lack of
communication. Becaus e of the
Southside Johnny incident, there
has been a big advertising problem.
No advertising could go out on the
Homecoming until a definate band
was found. The Dirt Band were not
booked until jl-lst recently, and asa
result, the publicity campaign is
lacking and behind schedule due to
the circums tances.
The DirtBan d are a country·folk
rock group that has change d
theirsou nd over the years. Their
first hit(and only one to date) was
"Mr. Bojangies, which goes back a
few years. Since then, they have

was strande d With time running
out. Rick and I managed to fix flat
tire and get about a half a tank of
gas in it. But what we had left was
a Concer t Bus soiled and "'Dirty."
We were going to clean it up but
somehow the Dirt didn't look that
bad. The Dirt actually looked
good.
We finally came to a
decision to let the concert bus
drive alone with the Dirt until
Octobe r 25th. Then at 8:00 p.m.
the Dirt will play at B.S.C.
Auditorium. Yes folks, through
the long tiring and dusty journey.
B.S.C:s Homecoming Concert
Bus has a full tank of gas and is
ready to release Nthe DIRT
BAND" on .Wednesday at 8:00.

Tickets are $4.00,·-2 tickets per

LD. You can buy more if they are

not sold out on the morning of the
concert.
Along the way, the Concert Bus
picked up two hitchhikers named
Travis and Shook , they
immediately took control of the
wheel and will be the opening act,
combining original music with a
dynamic sense of comic timing.
Don't be left off the
Homecoming bus becauseit is
such a long way to walk and if you
hitch hike yeu are guaranteed to
enjoy the "Dirty RideN sponsored
by the Student Union Program
Committoe.

'·~~drl~~:'rt~~~rpr~*~"~~!W)~6~~~~··

and folk, and blending more rock
into their music.
They are the only band from
outside the Iron Curtain to be
allowed to tour the Soviet Union,
and did so" recently. According to
critics, they were well-recieved.
You probably are well-acquainted
with a former membe r of their band
who has become a comedy
sensation-Steve Mart. in. Mart:· in
played. banjo for the original band,
zven before Bojangles came out,
md did not perform any comedy on
:he stage while he was with the "
lroup.
.
Tickets go on sale on Thursda y at
.1:00 A.M. and~tudents can
lurchase two tickets with an LO.1f
he concert is not sold out by the
lay of the concert , then more can
Ie purchas ed.
FOR SALE - HOMECOMING
BUS
B.S.C.'s Beilieve It or Not;
The Studen t Union Program.
Commi ttee 'with the help of our
tired and fearless leader, Richard
Veno, have finally confirmed the
1978 Homecoming Concer t.
.
It all started way back when
. school first opened in Septem ber
of 1978. There was a long and
tiresome road ahead of us. The
Concer t Bus was filled with gas
and had clear sailing on a smooth
ocean. About a week into the trip,
the bus had a multitude of
passen gers all asking a
phenomenal price.
The Bus
hesitantly dropped off quite a few
names and the gas tank was
almost empty. But with those "five
or so names we could fill th!2! gas
tank toabout three-fourths.
There was still ample talent in
the back seats of the bus and we
asked one group in particular to
help drive the rest of the way.
Southsi de Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes 'were at the steering wheel
going full speed ahead. Then all of
a sudden a flat tire , the fan belt
. broke and the thermos tat went. .
The Bus had broken down, the
drivers got out and thumbe d to
their next gig, and the RS.C. bus

D.J. SULllV AN,

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
appe arin g tonig ht BEAVER BRO WN
Frid ay Octo ber 20 J.D. BILL Y & KEN

Satu rday Octo ber 21 TRA VEL ER

PEC IAL TVE SDA Y OCT OBE R 24th
he retu rn of the OriQinal Hap py Hou r
with TRA VEL ER
Wed nesd ay" Octo ber 25 the fabu lous
D.J. SULLIVAN
Thur sday Octo ber 26 Paul Way ne

COM'; SEE OUR NEW BIG Scre e

T.V.

mis s the 2nd ann ua
HAL LOW EEN PAR TY with
Revu e
ticke ts on sale in adva nce at the bar
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lemer and loewe's

Tonight the Ensemble
Theatre is proud to present
the grand opening of
Camelot. On the auditorium
stage this evening, we will
bring to you all the magic and
splendor of Lerner and
Loew's timeless musical. We
invite all of you in the college
community to come-- -ana
enjoy as the Enseptble
Thei\tre,. cr~ates the wonder
ot emrte'ot.
Bringing us this musical
sensation are: Mattliew
Reilly as the strong and
manly King Arthur; Cheryl
Potvin as his beautiful queen,
Guenevere; Steven Gormley

as the strong and brave Sir
Lancelot; Michael Belliveau
as the sinister Mordred;
Randy Doyle portraying the
old and wise Pelinor; Michele.
Pecoraro as _ the mystical
Morgan Le Fey.
Supporting these fine
actors in this production
directed by Professor Robert
Barnett is a chorus that none
will soon forget. The
members of the chorus are:
Gregg Cobbett, David
Nadell, Nancy Bianchi, Steve
·Correia, Dennis Dunn, David
Rapoza, Leo Wiltshire, Bill
Canada, Brad Craven, Lisa
Forczyk, Anthony Mastro~

rilli, Donald Capen, Craig
Truax, Danny May, Artie
Stadnik, Karen Brown, Chris
Beaudoin, . Richard Putney,
Paul Amadio, Mark Lewis, Jill
Sheppard, Laurie Sindone,
Pete Molitor, Karen Tobin,
Peggy Becker, Sandy
Forbush, Lori Pender, Adrith
McCartney.
So don't miss your chance
to see this grand spectacle.
Buy your tickets now, before
it's too late. Tickets are Oil
sale in front of the Book
Store· from 9:00 a.m. until
3:00 p.m.

.thursdav.october ·lq
fridalj, october 20
saturdalJ. october 21
-

8:00pm

$2.s0/bSC studellfSlsta.H
$3.50/generaI public.
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Bob Dylan Concert
by Joe McDonald
While the performance of Bob
Dylan at the Providence Civic
Center recently was superb,the
center recently was' superb, the
crowd was the most inconsiderate
bunch I've ever seen. Many filed in
late, others just hung around. No
matter how you say it, the crowd
was the pits.
Dylan, however, was great. The
concert opened with ah
instrumental version of "My Back
Pages performed by his back up
band. On the second song, 1'm
Ready", Dylan made his entrance.
Dressed in black leather and sans
his usual facial growth, he looked
quite different from the Dylan of
recent years.
The concert was divided into two
parts. The first set was a very'
electric one that included 1s Your
Love in Vain", "Shelter from the
Storm" and a very unusual version
of "Tangled Up in Blue". I say
unusual in that it was extremely
slow, ofitempo and was only
accompanied by his keyboardist
and saxophonist.
Dylan .then performed "The
Ballad of.the Thin Man", '1 Don't
Believe You "Flesh and Blood" and
"'Going,Going,Gone" (highlighted
by a stunning guitar solo by lead
guitarist Billy Cross}. During the
closing of thiS set some musical
surprises were heard such as a very
heavy metal version of "Maggie's
Farm" and a very off tempo version
of the classic NLike A Rolling Stone."
After a brief intermission, the'
second set opened with an
instrumental version of "Rainy Day
Women" that segued into . .Sooner
or Later One of Us Must Fall. " This
was followed by "It Ain't Me,Babe",
"Stepchild", and "'One More Cup of
Coffee", all of which were
per/armed in quick succession. The
biggest surprise of the night and the
winner of the. "How G',.l1n?" award
goes to "'Blowin in the Wind'" which
has become a very bad gospel tune.
After performing mediocre
versions of "[ Want You",
"Senor", HMasters of War", "Just
Like A Woman" and "Baby Stop
Crying", Dylan played his most

powerful songs of the night. »All
Along the Watchtower'" had power
chords that riualed those of all other
versions of that song (including Jim;
Hendrix's). "All I Really Want To
Do" mellowed the crou)d just a little
in time to turn "It's All Right,Ma'"
into an emotional highlight for both
the crowd and the performers.
After closing with "Forever
Young", he returned and played
NChan~ing of the Guard", told the

crowd he would "'see ya again" and
departed. The entire time Dylan and
his band spent on stage was just
under two and a half hours. He
could have p/aed all night and
couid have played aJ! night and
nobody would have minded. The
crowd had come to see one of the
most devastating musical forces of
our time and although he has
changed over the years, he is still the
one and only Bob Dylan.

. ~ IliIffiM.1Rs
.~
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Thursday-Saturday, October 19. .21st
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Jubilate Chorale
Dr. Theodore Davidoch,musical
director of the Jubilate Chorale,has
announced the program for the
group's Winter Concert,to be held
December lO,1978,at 3:00.in the
afternoon at Brockton West Junior'
High School:The program will open with three
motets by 16th century composers:
"'Bodie Christ us Natus Est'" by
Sweelinck, "'0 Magnum Mysterium"
by Vittoria,and HExultate Deo" by
Palestrina. These elegant musical
'settings offamiliar Latin Christmas
texts are performed a cappella
(without accompanim~nt).
Tne second portion of the
program will be the Christmas
Oratorio by Camille Saint-Saens.
First published in 1891,this work has
become a Christmas favorite. In
addition to the exciting choral
. sections of this piece,there are
several selections for soli and small
group, providing a showcase for
some of the outstanding individual
talent in the Jubilate Chorale. The
piano accompaniment will highlight
the group's talented accompanist,
Marilyn Haske! of Foxboro.
Following intermission, the group
will perform two pieces by popular
contemporary composers. The first

is Jubilate Deo" published in 1961
by Benjamin Britten,an English
composer. The setting of the text,in
English,is enhanced by musical
'contrasts. The second piece is
"Glory to God in the Highest" by
Randall Thompson,a popular New
England composer. Thompson, who
died in 1945,spent much of his
career in the Boston area.
The program vIiIl close with a
sequence of carols, ~he Seven
Joys of Christmas," arranged by
Kirke Mechem. Written in 1964 and
dedicated to Randall Thompson,
this piece combines several familiar
carols for an unusual and effective
finale to the concert.
Members of Jubilate Chorale are
rehearsing Monday nights at 7:30
p.m. at Brockton West Junior High
School in preparation for the
concert. John Schuller,Jr. of
Easton,president of the group,
states· that there are still some
openings in the tenor and bass
sections of the chorale. New
members are welcome to audition at
rehearsals through October. For
information concerning membership,sponsorship, or tickets call
238-2694 or 584-5093.
N
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Mules laden with Blue Maguey pinas on their way to C'/.WrlJO '8 La R<:ijena pkt,nt.

MAGAZINE:
BROOM HILDA

......

SO says the VA. .. by RUSSELL MYERS

Contact nearest V A office
[check your phone book) or

a loeal veterans group.

Since 1795 we've gathered our
Blue MajWeys for Cuervo Gold
the ~entJe way.
Its the old way. And still
thehest..
At Cuervo 'we know that there is only one way to make
Cuervo Gold perfect. The way we've been doing itfor more
t'Mn 180 years.
That's why people still nurture our fields of Blue
Maguey plants. And why mules are still used to bring
these preciou,s plants to our distillery. Fbr tradition is still
the' rrwst important ingredient in Cuervo Gold.
. This 1:8 u,hat makes Cuervo Gold truly special. Neat,
on the rocks, 1AJith a splash of soda, in a perfect Sunrise or
Margar£ta, Cuervo Gold 'will bring you back toa time when
quality r'U.,led the world.
,

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795. :
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Date and Time Event and Location
Wednesda~, Qct9ber

25

10:00 a.m. - 3:45 p.m.
3:00 p. m. - 6:00 p. m.
5:00 p. m. - closing

Ticket Price

BLOODMOBILE, S.U. BALLROOM
COFFEEHOUSE, CATHOLIC CENTER
"FILM FROLICS," RATHSKELLAR
-

PROGRAM COMMITTEE CONCERT

8:00 p.m.

"THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND," S.V. AVO.

Thursday., O-ctober 26
7:00. p.m.
8:00 p.m.

$4.00

AFRO-AM "DISCO," S.V. BALLROOM *
CLASS OF 1979 KICK-OFF PARTY, CANOE CLUB

$2.50

-" .

Friday-, October 27·
6:30 p.m.
47:30 p.m.
.. f<

"

""

:".

CHEERLEADERS' RALLY, KELLEY GYMNASIUM
ALPHA UPSILON SORORITY BONFIRE, GREAT HILL

"

8:00· p.m.

8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. "

SGA BAND, "JOHN LINCOLN WRIGHT," BALLROOM $2.00
CLASS OF 1980

HAPPY HOUR, CITIZEN'S CLUB

$1.00 (over 18)

COMMENT "OLDIES NIGHT," CATHOLIC CENTER *

$1.00

.

"

12:00 midnight

CLASS OF 1981

MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST, TILLINGHAST HALL

"This

•

$1.75

*NON-ALCOHOLIC "EVENTS

IS

the stu that
dreams are
made·on."
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CHED

1978

Ticket Price

Date and Time Event and Location
Saturday', October 28
9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

DEDICATION OF TENNIS COURTS
AND ALUMNI/Bse TOURNAMENT

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

OPEN HOUSE, CATHOLIC CENTER

10:00 a.m.

ALUMNI RECEPTION, SCOTT HALL

10:30 a.m.

LINE-UP, JUDGING OF FLOATS, BOYDEN QUADRANGLE

12:15 p.m.

PARADE BEGINS, BOYDEN HALL

,

1:15 p.m.

DEDICATION OF FOOTBALL FIELD, SPEECH" BY "
PRESIDENT RONDILEAU

1:30 p.m.

FOOTBALL GAME, Bse VS. NICHOLS, HALF-TIME" SHOW
AND CROWNING OF HOMECOMING .QUEEN

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

ADVANCE SALES FOR 1979 YEARBOOK,
.FOOTBALL GAME

4:00 p. m. - 6:00 p. m.

RATHSKELLAR IS OPEN
PROGRAM COMMITIEE

8:00 p.m.

BAND IN RATHSKELLAR

-

PROGRAM COMMITTEE

8:00 p.m.

"NIGHT CLUB," S.U. BALLROOM

ALUMNI: $2.50
STUDENT: $1.25
SOld

°lit

CLASS Of 1980

8:00 p.m.

"IRISH NITE" WITH BILL CARSON,
TILLINGHAST HALL
MAAjWRA/SGA

'"'

8:00 p.m.

PRIVATE" LIGHTNING, KELLEY GYM

SOld

O(lt

ALUMNI: $3.00
STUDENT: $2.50

-

Sunday", October 29
6:30 p.m.

MOVIE, '''ANIMAGINATION,'' S.V. AUDITORIUM

8:00 p.m.

CLASS OF 1979 MASQUERADE PARTY, RATHSKELlAR

Tickets for "The Dirt Band" Concert went
on sale today at 11:00 (j~m. in the S.U.
Auditorium ticket booth.
For events not yet sold out, watch for
further information on ticket sales.·

!
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1978 Nominees for

- Mary Cyr

Sandy Gamm~1
Pope

Apartments

Debbie Hammond
Baseball

Margie Haskins
Football

Kathy Goudie
Comment

Cindy Harnais
Soccer Cheerleaders

Paula Macomber
Class of '79

Lynn Mallette
Cheerleaders
photos by Joni Dahlene
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Homecoming

Barbara Roche
Alpha Sorority

Wendy Reed
MAA

Debbi Nascimberi
Scott

Linda Smith
Program Committee

Nancy Rogers
SGA

Sharon St. Michael
Class of '81

Queen

Joan Trainor
Class of '80

Linda Webster
.Program Committee
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ON JEANS, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, PHYSICAL
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-FITNESS CLOTHING AND ATHLETIC BAGS
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SAVE THIS CALENDAR
:•
•
•
•
:
Appearing this month:
:•
••
•
•:••
••
••
It

•

. . . . . . . . . . ..

i
Thursday October 19th
:
~ JOHN LINCOLN WRIGHT ~
5 & The SOUR MASH BOYS ~
:

$1.50 at the door

•
•
•.,

•

-

:. __

••
t-

o

••
••
•

:

• =:R

i:

!

'- ..

~

•

Ii

Saturday October 21st

CRYSTAL CAST
$1.00 at the door

• • • • • •

HALLOWEEN WEEKEND

:

•
:

:

~,

$4.00per'ticket

~v .

~

III•

I...:.•
•

••
•
•••

':
~

•
.:
:-

378-2032

: East Bridgewater Commercial Club

4

.~
.:
~

: Neilson Ave. off Route 18 3.5 miles from campus :

: ••..............•............................ :

e COlnlnent
presents:'
·"Oldies Night"
t<\C~
.,,,rt.,,\e
-)
~

••
•••
•
••

PRIZE FOR BEST COSTUME
for ticket in/ormation call

.:.-. . . . . . . . . . . .

Teachers - Hundreds
of openings. Foreign
arid -domestic teachers.
Box 1063, Vancouver,
WA.98666.

e\t; ~-\\

•

•••
-.••

JAMES MONTGOMERY

OPEN 9 A.M. to 5:30 PgM. PLUS
WED. & flU. EVENINGS 'til 9 P.M.

.

•o•

..•
JAMES MONTGOMERY!:
Saturday October 28th with'

Sunday October 29th with

__ _ ___ : __'::._1

••
o

. .....

$5.00 per ticket

:

1j,~

•

•

!:

__

:'

. . . -. . . . . . ...

.....

..:•

DCm-

.-"",

DALE And The DUDS

•
•••
•
•••

Hiking boots & Land Rovers from
Thorn MeAn & Georgia Giant
MIA & Thorn MeAn Clogs

I,

:
s.
e

~x by Thorn MeAn

I

•

•
-t••
:

: The best of 50's, 60's and 70's music :
••
$1.00 at the door
".••
••
'•.

We Will Not Be Undersold
In The Bridgewaters

RT. 18
~ t~ t~lltlll(S
BRIDGEWATER i c:t~rrtill';
CENTER
Illf~~:I!

:

• • • • • • •
Friday October 20th

o

I

\'
._~C!:..

•

:

Friday O~tob~ r ~7, 1978 r~~.s~
'.
.8pm to mldnlghtQ/C'o~~~~~ ilI~~
at The Catholic Center - ~C' ~~~,~
'lcoo~e~
~
Admission $1.00
. ~Q./ ~

FREE CIDER AND MUNCHIES

So dig out your bobby-sox or slick back your hair
and get ready for the best night of
"~,rtf
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Pr iv at e Li gh tn in g
an d Ho me co mi ng !

by Ed Malachowski
Private Lightning will appear at
SSC on Saturday, Octobe r 28th
from 8-12 p.m. in the Gym.
-PrivateLightningis-agroup-which
consists of an extremely competent
drumm er Scott Woodman, bassist
Steve Keith, songwr iter and
guitarist Paul VanNess, keyboard
player Eric Kaufm an, Patty
VanNess (Paul's twin sister) on the
electric violin, and headed by Alan
Sherman, the lead vocalist.
Their music is unique since most
of their numbers are original. The
band's sound varies from melodic
yet forceful "Bright City" to the
hard~driving rockers like "Run
Horses· Run" and "You Gotta Be
Quick" (interestingly enough the

band's original name was Quick.)
Throughout all the material, the
band displays a capacity for catchy
hooks ane-well-placecl--solos.-for--aIL
Especially excellent _were Patty
VanNess' violin solos. It is these that
give the band its characteristic
sound. The rest of the band fill in the
gaps to produce a full warm sound.
Most of their material is written by
the guitarist Paul VanNess. In
general, Private Lightning does not
rely on cover versions. Their
originals are far more convincing.
"Song of a Kite", receiving much
airplay in Boston, and "Geneva",
the group's first single, are examples
of where Private Lightning shows

their contribution to this year's
music scene.
Their songs appear to be
Gommer-Gial.enough to have success
yet remain respectable. Hopefully,
they have an idea of their musical
direction, I think they do. They
know they do. Thier tough serious,
yet confident approac h makes me
believe they're gonna make it,
They're an exciting band in an
exciting part of their career. As their
opening number, "Bright City"
pleads: 'See the light tonight, come
on, see the light tonight. ' See Private
Lightning soon. Private Lightning
THIS good is sure to go public!
(Here at Homecoming -Tickets
$2.50; $3.00 alumni).

TU NE IN TO WBIM
91.5 FM
You r coll ege rad io stat ion !
MOIIDA r DRIIIKS •
DISCO! DISCO ! DISCO !

"MOI
DI' liGHT FEVER"
with DIIO and the DISCO
UINTS

a()NTI!NUOUS MUSIC AND DANCING ALL HIGHT

COlTEST 10lDAY $50.OITI

Private~ Lightni ng will appear at BSe on Sa.tLll"~ Oct,~St
h , at 8-12 p.m. Admiss ion $'2.50.

Special Education
Prog ram Chan ges
by Sue Asci
Hearings are taking place now in
the State regarding proposed
changes in the special education
program to a master's program.
Presently, a student interested in
special education is -required to do
student teaching at the elementary
level for one-quarter of a semeste r
and another quarter of a semeste r of
special education. In aqdition, the
prescribed program allows one _to
receive two certificates in four
years.
The new program will provide
that in order to teach special
education, the student will need to
work four years of elementary ®r
seconda ry education and the fifth
year of special education for a
certificate in both. This program will
also provide for new certification
requirements. This includes three
pre·prac ticum (field experiences) .
and .one full semeste r of stude,nt
teaph.ing. A pre-pra ctkum .. is .. _a career experie nce wheYe, _for
example, .the' student may work in
different school 'situations, Studen t
teaching involves -actuidly,taking
charge of ,a· class. The student
would receive one certificaiein fbur
yeats and the. second ih the fifth
year. The, new program may be ,a
-- master' s program.
. "The purpose is to improve the
.quality of the beginning . teacher
through mo're field experie nce",
said Dr, W.Kva raceus ,a special
education professor.· "The speCial
education departm ent will service
elementary' education, secondary
education, and physical. education
pertaining to what every teacher
should know.There will be new '
'requirements ~
H

What would Socrates
.think of O'Keefe?
If you question long enough and deep enough '. certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident.
It ha,$ a hearty, full·bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.
We think there's one truth about 0' Keefe that Socrates would not
question: Its too good to gulp. As any rational man can taste.

WH Y PA Y A COVER
CH AR GE
'FREE ADM ISSI ON WIT H THIS AD
FRID AY SAT URD AY
Thur sday ·Satu rday Octo ber 19-21st

UR NIN G POI NT

Tuesday Night Octo'ber 24th

PINBALL TOURNAMENT
1st prize, CASE OF HEINEKEN
2nd prize FREE uT" SHIRT
$1.00 entranc e fee. Sign up in advance at the bar

Wed nesd ay

r 25

Griz zly DAVE ERIKSON
PITCHERS OF BEER ONLY

00 I!!

Thur sday & Friday Octo ber '.27-28th

'PHILADELPHIA MAGIC
'top FORTY AND J
-.Saturday Octo ber 28th

BEST

HALI~OWEENP~RTY'
W:it hPH ILAD ELP HIA MAG IC

1st

Imported from Canada

by Century Importers, Inc., New York. NY

PRIZES fOH<BESTCn.~TIJMES ',$25 .00·

2nd· -

MUL DOO N'S
105 Cope land Stree t
Wes t Bridgewater
Sund ays- Priv ate Func tions at
Reas onab le Rate s
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SPORTS

Bear quarterback Scott Armstrong unleashe,s pass
against New Haven in Bridgewater's 13..6 loss.

V-Ball Wins Two

Bears Soccer Coming On Strong
Slate Now At 3-3
The soccer team, after a dismal start, have
come on strong to even their record at 3 wins,
3 losses, and a tie.
Having not recorded a win in their first four
games, the Bears won their last three straigbt.
In their first game, a &-0 blanking at the hands
of North Adams, the Bears had trouble
getting their offense untracked. In the first
half, Olympic hopeful Antonio CresiteUi
scored all four of North Adams' goals. In the
second half, the Bears defense held the high
powered Adams' offense to only one goal,
which Cresitelli scored as. well.
In the second game of the young season,
the Bears were embarrassed by New England
CoUege Conference rival Boston State.
Despite Joe OMalloran's two goals in the
second half which seemed to change the
momentum in the Bears favor making the
score 4-2, the Bears defense broke down so
Boston won 7·2.
The third consecutive home game was a
little different than the previous two. Facing
Northeastern University, the Bears played
much tighter defense and found themselves
tied at the half by a score of I-I. The Bear goal
was scored by Joe Lupica on a superb cross
by leicester Jr. College transfer Jimmy
Owens. As the second half opened , the
Bears came out flying. Two quick goals, one
by Joe O'Halloran and the other by Owens,
gave the Bears a 3·1 lead. It appeared that the
Bears would win for the first time, but it was
the same old song and dance. The defense let
down, and Northeastern tied the score. The
game went into overtime, but the score ended
up 3·3.
The fourth game of the year was much like
the third game. This time the Bears traveled
to Mass Maritime Academy. The Bears built
up a quick 2·0 lead during the first half on
goals by Owens (a penalty shot) and Lupica,
but the second half was a nightmare. Mass
Maritime conpietely took the game away from
the Bears, dominating most of the second
half. The Bears found themselves on the short
side of a 3-2 score.
Before the Bears traveled to St. Francis
College in Maine, they decided to shake up
their line-up. Moving wing-forward Joe
o loran· to .. the alHm20ftant center

The Bears volleyball team rebounded from . Crockett substituted freely as all the Bears
a thorough stomping by UConn to squeeze saw action~ However, it was a different story
out victories over MJ.T. and Mt. Holyoke this at Mt. Holyoke as they lost 16·4,14-6, and 11-15,
in a hard fought action packed match.
week.
UConnstarted fast winning the first game Exciting floor play by both teams highlighted
easily 15·1,- displaying outstanding ability to this evenly contested match with captain
dinkat)4soft~spiketheball into vacate areas Silvia Escoto, setters Suzanne Fulton and
in the pourousBSO ·dfense. Their astute Sue Murphy. and hitters KarenSeverinsen,
technique constantly embarrassed the Bears Suzanne Fillippi, and Gayle Kiley providing
as they repeatedly hit the open spots scoring the action.
at will. UConn won the second game 15-7, lost BSC travels to Springfield College Saturday,
the third game to
15·13 after blowing a 12-2 October 21, for a varsity/JV match and then The· BSC Women's Volleyball team
lead, .but bounced back to win the deciding hosts Central Connecticut State and continued their winning ways by. defeating a
Providence College, Tuesday, October 24, at tough Keene State team, 10-15, 11·15, 15·8,
game 15-4.
BSC's wins over M.I.T. and Mt. Hqlyoke 4:30.
15-12, and 17-15, romping over Eastern
went the route with the Bears winning the fifth
Nazarene 15·6, 16-14. ·15·9, and Clark
and final games in each match. The Bears lost
University 15-2, 15·4, before losing to highly
the opening game in both matches but put
rated University of New Hampshire 16-14, 11·
together flawless hitting by Kim Lindgren, IMjREC ANNOUNCEMENTS
15,6-15.
superior setting, blocking,. and middle-court 1M, co-ed volleyball rosters are due
The Keene State College match saw the
'Play by co·captains Jane Urbanski and Mary
Bears lose the first two games before the
Delorey to ice away the victories. The gritty Wednesday, October 18 by 4 pm. to warmed up in front of their home crowd.
BSC team won the deciding game against
IMjREC coordinator (109 Kelly Gym). Using a new line-up, with Jane Urbanski
M.LT.(Iast year's State Division I Champs) 15·
. setting instead of hitting, SSC rode the fine
2; while the winner registered against Mt. Play begins week of October 23. Entry hitting of Kim Lindgren, Eileen Buckley, and
Holyoke was 15-3, showing further evidenceof
blanks are available in letter rack by 1M Robyn Berkerian, the outstanding floor play
their tenacious, competitive attitude.
of Mary Delorey, and the fantastic digging of
The Jayvees jumped allover a weak M.I. T. bulletin board in main lobby 'of gym.
Cathy Spillane to win three straight games
. .
r.
six, 15-4, 15·6, and 15·9. Assistant coach John

halfback position, the Bears were looking for
. more stability at mid-field. Coupled with the
returning of Mike Hill at fullback (knee-injury)
and the fine play of defensemen John Libert,
Scott McCarthy(another Leicester Jr.
College transf,?r, Bill Linquist, Robbie Pearl,
Dan Elliot, and the shut-out goal tending of
Mark Dufresne. Also Dan Mathewson, the
defensive move paid off. On goals by Jim
Owens, one a penalty ahot, and the other a
fine individual effort, the Bears defeated Saint
Francis 2·0. The Bears squandered many
other scoring chances, but nonetheless were
happy with their first win.
Returning to home turi, the Bears faced
Worcester State in one of the most thrilling
games you could ever see. The Bears
dominated the first half, missing many scoring
chances which could have blown the game
wide open. Nevertheless the score was 0·0 as
the half ended. Worcester came out playing
much more aggressive and it paid off in a goal.
Coach DeMello then went to his bench to put
Peter Mesketh at wing. Mesketh made his
opportunity to play worthwhile as he powered
a 6·yard shot past the surprised Worcester
goalie. The game became intense as the play
went up and down the field. With about five
minutes to play, Bridgewater was allowed a
direct kick from only 10 yards away from the
Worcester goal. Joe O'Halloran made good
on the kick, and set the Bears as well as the
faithful fans into hysteria.
"1'm very proud of my boys"'said Coach
DeMello. "They refused to give up.
The Bears 2-3·1 looked to even up their
record.
In another home game, the Bears faced a
young Salve Regina College team. The
defense led by Mibert, Chris George, Bill
Linquist, Scott McCarthy along with goalies
Dufresne and Mathewson held Salve to only 3
shots on net. The offensive power came from
Joe Lupica(2 goals), O'Halloran (2 assists)
and Jim Owens (l goal) as the Bears won
easily 3-0. Other players seeing action in the
victory were Frank Comprato, Dave
Morroan, Craig Nott, Phil Petit, Tom
Connors, Steve Kontakas and Ed Ames.
CONGRATULATIONS SSC SOCCER
TEAM!!!1!l!!!!!!
H

Women's V-Ball Victorius

BSe

The l~ss to UNH featured an outstanding
comeback by SSC winning the first game 16·
14 after trailing 9-0. Superior serving by Lea
Beattie and Eileen Buckley.enabled the Bears
to score quickly and upset the well·organized,
hard·spiking UNH six. But BSC fell behind 8O· in the second game losing 15·11, and were
trailing 11·0 in the third game before mounting
a hopeless attack losing 15·6. BSC's superb
offense was neutralized by the brilliant
defensive play of UNH. The Bears defense
fell apart making numerous mental mistak~s
and poor court coverage accounted for the
rapid leads that UNH never relinquished.
played at Mt. Holyoke, Friday,
October 13, and then traveled to Boston
University on Monday, October 16.

sse

Make a date through

.,DATA MATE
You've heard about the spectacular success of
computer selected dates for people of college age.
Now DATA-MATE offers single men and women a
chance to· join the fun.
DATA-MATE combines psychology and computer
technology to find compatible dates among thousands
of modern thinking men and women. Find out how you
can be one of them. Just mail the coupon below to
receive our newly revised Compatibility Profile
absolutely free. Or call 547-0255 anytime.
--------------------------------------------~
1
I

~~~~-~~~e 361

!
~

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Arlington, MA

02174

1_______ i

Please send me at no ·charge or obligation
data-mate's new Compatibility Profile.

: Street

, City

State

Zip

"Come to the MOVIES!!"

The Agony and the Estacy
Thursday October 19th
/rom7:00 through 9:00 pm

F"RE E !l!!!!
----~-

I

: DEPT. BW

invites you to

STUDENT UNIONBALLROOl\1

: Name
.I
I
I
I

ARTS FOR ALL

'
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Bse Tennis
Falls To Salem

On the move!-..Tailback Al Colarusso follows the blocks of Fran Muccio and
Scott Armstrong in' action against New Haven. Game took place onParent's
Day at BSe. Bears lost, 13-6.

Canisius Beats BSC, 33-16
By CRAIG KERN

'>0,

Bridgewater Head Coach Pete Mazzaferro
and his team took a trip to New York last
week. They sauntered. out of the 01" home
town, a lot of hope and a 2·2 record in their
pockets: They were going to see the big city··
or an approximation thereof.
Well, along .the way, in a place called
Canisus College in upstate New York, the
boys from BSe got mugged. The respectable
2::2 slate was picked right out of their pockets
and they limped back home at 2·3·· beaten by
a stronger squad from Buffalo, 33-16.
It wasn't just a mugging,it was assault and
battery in the highest degree. Not only did
Canis us outscore the Bears, but hey' out
rushed them (242-40), they out passed them
(128-81) and even out first downed 'em (16-7).
The incredible thing was, the Bears actually
might have slipped by this Canisus ball club,
were it not for three big fumbles and two
interceptions. The Bridgewater squad even
led after the first quarter, 14·7 when Scott
Armstrong passed a 65-yard score to, who
else, Larry "1.ongball" Benninger.
Benninger has already totaled nearly 440
yards in pass receptions and seems to delight
in the long TO. In fact, all four of his
touchdown snares have been in excess of 50
yards.
An interception by Bob Spinney in the
defensive secondary and his subsequent 26yard runback for a score gave Bridgewater

beyond the call--hitting new Haven backs
throughout the game as though spring drill
dummies.
But from that point on, the Bears were
Then it happened, the miracle, the magic.
outscored by the New York squad.
After exhorting their offensive teammates
Bridgewater didn't help themselves with to score all day, the defesne watched as the
fumbles on the 31-yard line in the second and long ball combination of Scott Armstrong to
third quarters and a fumbled punt, also in the Larry Benninger clicked for a 72-yard
third quarters and a fumbled punt, also in the
touchdown.
.thi~d stanza. The Bridgewater defense~ which
It was;tled.•. in:.the fourth quarter·· aU that
was needed was an extra point from Ernie
put in yeoman's service all day, accounted for
Branco.
the final two points for the Bears on a safety.
New Haven blocked the kick. They plowed
HCanisus had a balanced attack,Hpointed
through the BSC defensive wall before
out Mazzaferro. HOf course we've got to get
Branco like nobody was there.
offensive consistency because we are a ball
Crash. Bang. So much for miracles.
control team.
The blocked kick seemed to take the wind
out of Bridgewater's sails because on the next
New Haven drive, they came all the way down
the field using option after quarterback
option .. They went' in for the score as the
fourth quarter ticked away. The Bears got the
ball back but the feeling was gone and they
couldn't move on the New Haven defense.
F or the Bears, the loss had to be
Two weeks ago, down at Swenson Field, it particularly difficult to consume. They had
looked like the miracle, indeed, would come back to what appeared to be certain
happen... like the magic could not possibly victory··then they got kicked in the teeth,
"A very hard 1055' to take," agreed Head
fade and the Bridgewater Bears would
continue ,on for a come-from-behind victory Coach Pete Mazzaferro. "New Haven killed
us with their option play with the quarterback
over'tough New Haven.
After all, New Haven was undefeated, and keeping... the defense played well and:
the Bear offense had been stymied all day unfortunately, we had nothing to show for the
'long. The Bear defense was performing effort.
the early lead in response to Canisus' opening
90-yard touchdown drive.

N

New Haven

Downs Bears, 13-6

FIRST DOWN AND TEN

Pre-Homecoming' Party sponsored by
the SSC Baseball Team
Tuesday night; October 24, 1978;
Citizens Club 8pm- 12 midnight

Admission: $1.00
Music by Lenny Piersa

Disco, Rock,

Jaz~,

Country Rock

$

BOSTON CELTICS vs;SAN ANTONIO
Friday, November 3 ; 7:30 pm.
Cost is $4,'OO-includes price of reserved
seat and transportation
Sign-ups October 24 and 25

IO~2pm.

across from bookstore.

The Bears suffered their first loss of the
season to Salem (7-2), but came back last
Tuesday to down Worcester by the same
score (7-2). The victory at Worcester put
their season at 6·1, good enough for second
pllace in the Mass. State College Conference
behind powerhouse Salem.
The match with the Salem Vikings could
have been a profitable day for the Bears, but
such was not the case. Steve Powers, first
singles player, 'had a match point' on his
opponent but was unable to cash in while later
succombing to cramps causing him to lose a
tough match. Doug Mildram and Bruce
Obilivie both lost in straight sets at the second
and fourth spots respectively, while Joe
McDermott played an excellent first set
before bowing at the 3 position (6-9, 6-1) to a
tough Salem opponent. Dan Jamish, playing
single, at the number 5 spot, lost(6-4,6-0)
while Glenn Guenard registered the only
Bear victory in singles (6-2,6-3) as he drove his
opponent crazy with two fisted winners and
stinging volleys. .
Things weren't much better in doubles as
Wyler-Danish were beaten in straight sets at
number 1 doubles along with Ogilvie·
McDermott at number 2 double. Doug
Mildram and Glenn Guenard won the Bears
other point with a (7-6,6-4) triumph at the
second doubles spot.
Salem,one of the best teams in New
England, possess four players who are
exceptionally talented and capable of playing
number one position. The Bears will get
another chance with them in the spring and
hopefully the results win be different.

Worcester Contest
The Bear ntmen had an easy time of it at
Worcester, as they took four out of six singles
matches and all three doubles matches to
post the 7·2 victory. Doug Mildren, Joe
McDermott, Dan Danish and Glenn Guenard
all won in straight sets, while Steve Powers
(playiJls pnca of t~~c.onferenc~'stop players,)
and Bruce . .... . ... ". .. ....
'. .
and Bruce Oglivie both played well in a losing
cause. However, the highlight of this match
came in the doubles play. Steve Powers and
Dan' Danish won a tie-breaker to gain a
victory at first doubles while the McDermottOglivie combination also won a tie-breaker en
route to a 7-6,6-3 victory. In third doubles
plaY,Rich Nylen and Tim "Junkman Sypher
won both tie· breakers to win the match in
straights in straight sets 7·6,7-6. Sypher's 10b
volley" on match point was the highlight of the
afternoon.
H

WRANews
The weekend of September 30·0ctober 1
was a busy one for the WRA recreational
activities. A group of thirty students left early
Saturday morning for a bike trip to Martha's
Vineyard. After a slow start, the group went
on to have an exciting time biking around the
island They stayed at a youth hostel on the
island and continued their biking on Sunday.
The weather for the trip. was absolutely
perfect. The group ~rived home early
Sunday evening hoping they wouldn't have
to see another bike for awhile.
On October 1, an eager bunch of Patriots
fans boarded the buses to attend the Patriots
game vs. San Diegt>. The BSe students must
have been cheering hard. as they saw a good
Patriot victory.
In other WRA hews, Intramurals has begun
in Men's. Touch Football and Women's
Volleyball. Start getting your COED
VOLLEYBALL teams ready. Rosters are due
October 18 by 4:00 p.m. to the IMjREC
coordinator Candy Kendall at 109 Kelley
Gym.
One final note··the WRAjMAA/SGA w~u,
sponsor an activity in the Gym during
Homecoming. Look for signs about
f'Fl,tV.Jt:Tri ~!"JrrNIN(ff coming....

BASEBALL RAFFLE lor Spring Trip

Tickets go on sale Homecoming Week
Donation: $1.00
First Prize: $100.00
Second Prize: $75;()o
Third Prize: $5(1.00 .
Drawing:'V'cUluary 24, 1979

Bear Defense Stops New Haven Back

WBIM
91.5

FM
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Dear Mt. Holyoke, A waik by the lake, the
beautiful foliage, and most importantly you;
what a perfect day! Bridgewater State

[ C1C!ssi/ieds
for sale

Good luck. Cheerio! P.S. We'U be waiting with
a receiving blanket!

Deluxe corduroy Backgammon OOclids - when
open, the board measures 20 x 15%. It is
covered with corduroy both on inside and out.
Each set includes dice cups, 30 men, two pair
of dice, doubling cube, pluc instruction
booklet. Colors - brown, green and blue iI
ordered. Nke gifts. Cost: $20.00 It interesed,
call Beth after 4 p.m. at 697·3834.

Mike? Blue Eyes "McDonald", I rrussed your
Big Mac Specialty today, but I was so excite,
to see you at the library. You need new
sneakers. They won't do the job for rush
hours. I love your blue sweater with the three
X's on it. Your dungarees· I am beyond words.
Hope to see you soon! Love, YOil think I'm
studying.

1976 Fiat 128, 4 door sedan, am/fm radio,
radial tires, front wheel drive, 38,000 miles.
Price reduced $400.00, now $2200.00 Call Pat
at 224-3755 or 7%-8400.

Joan. Happy Birthday!! Stun!! Is ~'Our thumb
sore from the long ride home? It wouldn't be
half as sore if you went to the Riv v.~th us. Tilly
has donuts in the morning. What "drove" you
to go home, anyway? Well, best wishes on
your 19th! M&M

1969 Volkswagon Beetle. Bod~ in good
condition but has a seized engine. Best offer
over $200.00. Call Michael at 697·8676.

ride/riders
I'm going to N. Falmouth on Friday, Oct. 20th.
around 3:15 pm. Returning
Leaving
Saturday from N. Falmouth around 5:15 p.m.
Need a ride? Call Michael at 697-8676.

sse

To "Sweeney" - Here is the personal that you
wanted! I'm glad that you finally know who I
am! I mean, really. I was getting a complex -' I'd
keep saying "hi", and you'd nev>?r say "hi"
back! Hi "Sweeney" (Do you have a first
name?) Jean
Brian, Thanks for the tickets. Paul and Julie

catch the second on Sat. night, O.:t. 21, 8-12.

To the girl with dreams of 19 children. Good
luck. General Washington.

enjoyed each other's company so much. Let's
hear it for seeing the signs, Moe! Remember,1
when things start getting rough. remember
just one of th€ many great things about that,
weekend, and it'll make you feel better!
(Brother Tom.) Keep in touch! Je:m

To ,Joan Balone! Happy 19th little sister! Hope
Tuesday night was a nice surprise! Nineteen
big ones _. you're getting old! Love, Big sister

To Boom·Boom: Happy belated :O'Oth. It was
quite a Boston celebration. Too bad you don't' MSB. esq.:-Je t'aime plus qu'hier, moins que
remember. George.
demain. Love, "Your little foxette"

Leonard: Can't wait to see Charles Caldwell in
concert. Lassie and the stunt birds· acid rock!
Drink beer... you Omega girl. Going wild (an
loving it). Muzzle those monsters. My mother
told me never ever make decisions on the
weekend. H~re's to many wild times to come.
If you're happy, clap your knees. Love your
fellow no-mind.

Beware of one taU blonde waitr ess at the Congratulations Karina - You're going to make
a great stewardess -. once you get over the air
Forge. She tends to be overly friendly. If you' sickness.
don't believe me, ask Moe or LR.

Bird: Yea, you probably do. Let's do shots.
Peppermint Schnapps it's the B's! My mother
told me never hang around with girls who
flaunt their bodies in cafeterias. I ne·Jer listen to
my mother. Let's go gringo. Cosmic Curads the world's miracle drug. What are you xxx
me?! Let's never stop doing what we do. The
almost Omega girl.
To: Maureen, Kathy, Kathy, Jean, e.e., Beth,
Kim. Nina, Sharon, Colleen, and Amy and
Matt: The weekend at Glastonbury was the
best. I'm really ?~a,:!~e all met each other, and

Stephen G. We heard you are lonely and need
a woman 50 we have set up a toll free dating
service for your. convenience. Call collect'
anytime toll free: 697-8321 ext. 001.
Annual Space Cadet's Convention: Saturday
night, Oct. 21st. 410 Pil/mouth Street, 8 . 12.
$1.00 cover.
Lola, are you Jewish? Rumor has it that you
are. Concerned
Dougie Dear, there is an assertive training'
course available in G026 Scott. we advise that
you enroll in it immediately.
The wild and crazy occupants of 41 0 Plymo'uth
Street are at it again. It.!0~~iss"d the first,

$1.00 cover! Out to lunch!!
L.G.: I want you to know that ym;'re the first
one I've "Sincerely" cared for in a long time. I
only wish you'd show me how you feel.
because I'm anxious to show you. Cree

Ginny: I love you, Jack.

services
Need typing done? Contact Joan i~ Room 22(
Pope Hall, ext. 382.
Attention Students: Need typing?
Manuscripts, essays, etc. Prices reasonable.
Writing must be legible. Call 697·8271. 5:30-

6:30.
Available for tYPing. t\.sk for Kathy. Call 697·
4152 or 588-3667.

Mountaineering #4.

Want to go to New York City and need a ride?

I'm driving down on October 20. Call Mary
Ann at 947·3814.

personals
Ei Ei Bee Bop. Hope you learn to play tennis
well. Don't forget your EPT kit, you will need it.
Good luck in finding the right father. We'll
provide the carseats, mal/be even two. Hope
you learn to keep house while t:'lp.re, you'll
need it later. Have a great eight weeks, we'll
miss ya. See you over Christmas vacation.

Mountameeringl is a skill
of timing as well as
roque. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method.,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
cificionado. So the
key to successful mountaineering is to choose the occasions
wisely and well. When, then, is
it appropriate to slowly quaff
the smooth, refreshing
mounta.msof Busch Beer?
CelebratioDS, ofoourse,
are both expected and excellent opportunities to
test your m01IDtaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually
. mandatory
.to do so,
: Imagine
ushering
:in the
fIscal
year or
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Coolidge's
birthday
;.'::"'4~·~:~~~' or throwing caution to the wind during
Take-A-Sorghum
Week without the
benefit of~ch;A :".
disturbing prospect at best. .
On the
other hand, not
)!,';.:tJC'anscElndtr1g the heevery event
~;.'~",,,,,,,,,,, __ and hum-drum
be as signifi. in favor of a romantiC
cant as those
R & R. NaturaJly,
outlined above. ~~~~:oIJi"-:"'~~~:;"""itJ~~~~~~·· couples who share the

pleasures of mountaineer.i.n.g
run the risk of being labeled
sociaJ. climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored.
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.
Similarly, the ambience
of an athletiC afternoon (e.g.
The Big Game) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the m01.IDtains elevates
the morale of the fan and,
hence, the team. Therefore, if you care at all about
the outcome, it isyour duty to
m01.IDtaineer.
When should one not
enjoy the invigoration of the
m01IDta:i.D.s? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list is
much briefer.
Mountameering is
considered
declasse
With
dessert,
,improper
during judi. cial proceed
.ings andjust
foolish wblle
. crop dusting around
.power lines. Otherwise,
as the hot-heads of the
sixties used to say, "Seize
the time!"

\ Mountaineering is the soience and art of drinking Busch. The re"rm originates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside. (cf. lessons 1,2 and 3.)

